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SUMMARY

Obesity is a public health concern that is becoming increasingly more serious around the world.
Bariatric surgery has become more prevalent due to the obesity epidemic worldwide. Sleeve
gastrectomy (SG) is one of the most popular procedures which is safe and efficient. Despite all its
favorable features, however, there is an increasing evidence from the literature that the long-term
incidence of gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD) is likely to represent the Achilles' heel of this
procedure. Management of severe reflux after SG usually requires revisional surgery. The relationship
between SG and GERD needs to be better ascertained in order to prevent related complications, such
as esophageal adenocarcinoma. This review attempts to elucidate the effect of SG on GERD and the
postoperative management of reflux disease according to recent literature in the hope of drawing the
attention of clinicians to postoperative gastroesophageal reflux and guiding the optimal management
strategy associated with this "troublesome complication".
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1. Introduction
Obesity is becoming a worldwide health threat, and it
is presently the most common and costly nutritional
problem, with the prevalence of obesity and metabolic
syndrome increasing to epidemic levels over the last
few decades. Mean worldwide body mass index (BMI)
has been steadily increasing since 1975, and current
trends predict that 20% of the global population will
be classified as obese (BMI ≥ 30 kg/m2) by 2030 (1,2).
Bariatric surgery has been associated with reduced
overall mortality rates in obese patients and leads
to remission of associated metabolic disorders (3).
Sleeve gastrectomy (SG) is currently the most common
bariatric procedure performed worldwide because of
its advantages including the low rate of complications,
the short operative time, the absence of foreign
material, the lack of gastrointestinal anastomosis
and malabsorption, the patient's acceptance, and the
feasibility of its conversion into various other bariatric
procedures (4,5).
However, the enthusiasm for a growing sleeve
practice has been met with concerns of de novo or
worsening gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD)
after the procedure (6-8). GERD is a disorder of

the upper gastrointestinal tract that is defined by
heartburn and acid regurgitation, which develops when
reflux of the stomach contents causes troublesome
symptoms and/or complications, according to the
evidence-based consensus of the Montreal definition
and the classification of GERD, issued in 2006
(9). Although obesity and other patient-related
and environmental factors have been found to be
independently associated with a higher incidence of
GERD, certain anatomic and physiologic alterations
resulting from SG are being recognized as potential
etiologies of worsening of reflux disease (10). The
prevalence of GERD following SG can be fairly high.
Several studies have noted an incidence between
6% and 47% (11-15). This has prompted discussion
among the surgical community with regard to the
underlying pathomechanisms of GERD after SG and
the postoperative management of reflux disease (16-19).
So far, a number of new techniques have been reported
to yield more encouraging results with regard to reflux
symptoms after SG, but most evidence originates from
retrospective studies with a small number of cases or
is based on experts' opinions. The available data are
limited, and very heterogeneous. As is often the case in
surgery, when there are many solutions to one problem,
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it is typically because no single solution is adequate for
all patients. The aim of the current work is to review
the contemporary literature and summarize the latest
knowledge on GERD after SG in order to offer more
conclusive insights into this controversial condition.
2. Obesity and GERD: The pathophysiology of
GERD in obese individuals
GERD is undoubtedly a disease directly related to
obesity. Overweight doubles the chance of GERD,
and the prevalence of GERD symptoms in morbidly
obese patients is as high as 50% (20). Moreover, the
prevalence of GERD is proportional to the severity
of obesity (21). The pathophysiology of GERD in
obese individuals needs to be understood in order to
adequately treat both GERD and obesity.
2.1. A defective gastroesophageal barrier
The most important pathophysiologic abnormality
in GERD has been thought to be a decrease in lower
esophageal sphincter (LES) pressure, either in the resting
state or in association with a transient lower esophageal
sphincter relaxation (TLESR). The number of episodes
of TLESR is higher in the obese (22,23), and there
is a correlation between the number of TLESR with
BMI and abdominal circumference (24,25). Moreover,
other studies have noted an increased basal pressure
in the obese that is probably linked to compensatory
mechanisms due to the increased intra-abdominal
pressure (26,27). The angle of His is an important
antireflux mechanism. The more acute this angle, the
more the gastric fundus will be projected toward the
esophagus as gastric distension occurs during a meal.
The deposition of fat in the gastroesophageal junction,
common and excessive in obese individuals, can result
in an obtuse angle. Hiatal hernia (HH) is more frequent
in the obese (28). Obese women are two and a half times
more likely to have HH than non-obese women (29).
2.2. Inadequate esophageal clearance
Esophageal clearance is affected by the production
of saliva, gravity, and esophageal peristalsis. Obese
patients have decreased salivation (30), and esophageal
peristalsis may be impaired in as much as a quarter
of obese individuals. In addition, studies in obese
individuals have found that sleep is associated with
decreased swallowing and longer esophageal acid
clearance time (28,31).
2.3. The trans-diaphragmatic pressure gradient
Abdominal pressure is increased in obese individuals
due to the deposition of abdominal fat and its effect
on gastric pressure. For each point of increase in the
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BMI, there is a 10% increase in intragastric pressure
(32). Obese patients may also have a more negative
intrathoracic pressure due to diaphragm elevation
secondary to abdominal fat and a consequent decrease
in pulmonary expansion. Negative intrathoracic pressure
may also be increased by the frequent incidence of
obstructive apnea. Obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) is
closely associated with obesity. One can easily forget
that OSA itself may be a cause of GERD due to an
increase in TLESR (33).
2.4. Diet
Consumption of a high-fat diet increases the incidence
of GERD symptoms compared to a high-fiber diet,
regardless of caloric intake, due to a decrease in gastric
emptying, a decrease in LES pressure, and an increase
in the number of TLESRs (34). "Junk" foods, such as
candy, chocolate, cookies, ice cream and cakes, are
consumed more frequently by obese individuals and can
induce reflux.
3. Mechanisms of new-onset or worsening GERD
after SG
3.1. Increased intragastric pressure (IGP)
The shape of the sleeve likely plays a major role
in the pathophysiology of post-SG GERD. When a
gastric sleeve is created, a large, compliant stomach is
converted into a long and narrow tube, resulting in a
lack of gastric compliance and an increased IGP that
correlates inversely with the diameter of the gastric tube
and that increases when the pylorus is closed. The final
shape of the sleeve also plays a role as it may encourage
GERD and regurgitation when it is funnel-shaped
(35-37). In addition, the vagovagal reflex diminishes
after resection of the fundus, and the physiological
postprandial relaxation of the stomach is eliminated.
This results in an even higher IGP, pushing the gastric
content in a retrograde direction (38). Moreover, a sleeve
stenosis or an overly narrow SG can easily aggravate
postoperative GERD symptoms. Sleeve stenosis is
mostly due to postoperative edema, kinking, angulation,
and/or cicatrization of the sleeve. Most stenoses are
located in the middle portion of the sleeve, although
they can occur at other locations (39,40). Sleeve stenosis
is responsible for a considerable number of conversions
from SG to Roux-en-Y gastric bypass (RYGB).
3.2. Disruption of the anatomical antireflux mechanisms
Several anatomical structures of the gastroesophageal
junction comprise the antireflux barrier. The most
important of these are the lower esophageal sphincter
(LES) and the sling fibers at the cardia, along with the
diaphragmatic crura. Alterations in the anatomy of either
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Table 1. Possible mechanisms, preventive measures, and related preoperative examinations for GERD after SG
Proposed mechanisms leading to GERD after SG

Preventive measures

Targeted preoperative examinations

Hypotension of the lower esophageal sphincter

Maintain the integrity of the sling fibers of Helvetius
at the esophagogastric junction

Symptom reporting

Blunting of the angle of His

Stapling should not be too close to the angle of His

Upper gastrointestinal radiography/CT/
Endoscopy

Decreased gastric compliance and volume (leading Avoid twisting/ narrowing of the sleeve;
Do not place excessive tension on the stomach when
to increased intragastric pressure)
stapling

CT/Endoscopy

Gastric shape

Attention to sleeve size and volume;
Avoid a small bougie;
Do not oversuture with overly big bites

Upper gastrointestinal radiography/CT/
Endoscopy

Concomitant presence of a hiatal hernia

Repair the concomitant hiatal hernia

Symptom reporting/Esophagogram/CT/
Endoscopy/High-resolution manometry

Fundal dilatation with distal narrowing

Avoid leaving an excessive posterior gastric fundus;
Avoid narrowing the gastric body or pylorus

Upper gastrointestinal radiography/CT/
Endoscopy

of these are thought to be associated with the incidence
of reflux symptoms (41,42).
Another aspect of the antireflux barrier at the
gastroesophageal junction seems to be an acute Angle
of His. To preserve this natural barrier during surgery, a
careful dissection at the angle of His must be maintained
in order to spare the sling fibers and avoid blunting the
angle of His (43). During creation of the sleeve, the
gastric sling fibers are frequently transected near the
angle of His, particularly if the transection line is very
close to this anatomic landmark. These sling fibers
contribute significantly to the function of the LES
(44). Disruption of these fibers can sometimes result
in the herniation of part of the gastric sleeve into the
posterior mediastinum (45). Table 1 summarizes the
possible mechanisms, preventive measures, and related
preoperative examinations for GERD after SG
4. Management of GERD after SG
4.1. Conservative treatment
While up to 30% of patients may experience some
GERD symptoms after SG, most do not require surgery
and can be treated successfully with medication (46).
First-line therapy is similar to that used in the general
population, with recommended lifestyle changes
including abstinence from alcohol, cessation of
smoking, and dietary modifications (47). Second-line
therapy is the taking of medications to reduce stomach
acid. Proton pump inhibitors (PPIs) are the preferred
drugs for treatment of reflux, though promotility agents
can also be used (48). If GERD symptoms persist
despite maximal medical therapy, more invasive
therapy should be considered.
4.2. Endoscopic interventions

4.2.1. Balloon dilation/endoluminal stent
If the cause of GERD is more of a technical nature,
for example, sleeve stenosis, twisting, kinking, or
cicatrization, an endoscopic or surgical intervention
should be considered. Sleeve stenosis is first treated
endoscopically with balloon dilation or endoluminal
stent (49). Balloon dilation is the main form of
treatment, and it has a good success rate in evident
stenosis, but many technical aspects of this technique
are still vigorously debated. Endoscopic stenting
is the second line of endoscopic treatment, and it
yields promising results when performed by an
experienced surgeon (50). However, most patients
refuse stenting after counseling because of its cost and
risk of intolerance. The use of endoscopic stenting
to treat sleeve stenosis should differ from its use to
deal with leakage in terms of the duration of stenting
and the limitation of the procedure to an experienced
endoscopist (51).
4.2.2. Antireflux mucosectomy (ARMS)
Although no endoscopic procedure has been widely
accepted as standard treatment of GERD, the ARMS
procedure has come to the forefront in recent years.
This effective and novel technique involves performing
a mucosectomy of three quarters of the circumference
at the gastro-esophageal junction (GEJ) in order to
reduce the diameter due to scarring retraction (52).
This procedure has yielded promising results in about
70% of patients with GERD in the available case series
(53,54).
4.2.3. Endoscopic radiofrequency therapy
Endoscopic radiofrequency (Stretta) is a type of
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radiofrequency ablation therapy utilizing temperaturecontrolled radiofrequency energy that is endoscopically
delivered to the lower esophageal sphincter. The
therapy is thought to increase the thickness of the
muscular layer, providing an increase in the barrier
mechanism of the LES and thereby decreasing acid
exposure and the number of transient inappropriate
relaxations of the sphincter (55). The device does not
leave behind a permanent implant. The therapy is
thought to remodel the muscles of the LES and gastric
cardia. Studies have reported that the procedure is a safe
and effective treatment for GERD, with a morbidity rate
of less than 0.6 %, and the procedure can be performed
on an outpatient basis. It has now been studied with
up to a 10-year follow-up in non-bariatric patients and
it has resulted in a significant improvement in quality
of life and decreased use of proton pump inhibitors
(PPIs) 10 years after the procedure (56). Complications
include mucosal injury, bleeding, and perforation of the
esophagus (49).
4.3. Surgical management
Surgical management is based on the following causes
of reflux after SG: a lack of gastric compliance,
increased intraluminal pressure, and the LES pressure.
Technical/anatomical problems such as any narrowing or
twisting during the sleeve dilation of the fundus and the
persistence of hiatal hernias need to be addressed (57). A
number of techniques can be used to mitigate the severity
of reflux, either by maintaining the normal anatomic
structures that limit reflux or by supplementing these
structures with a plication or gastroplasty. Individuals
with existing severe reflux should not be eligible for
SG. New techniques that incorporate plication during
the index SG have resulted in some improvement, but
these involve small cases series that need to be evaluated
further. The only proven method of treating intractable
reflux after SG is conversion to RYGB.
4.3.1. Conversion to Roux
RYGB is still the best approach to avoid the incidence
of GERD symptoms and to alleviate preoperative
reflux (58). Conversion to RYGB effectively reduces
GERD and has been found to alleviate symptoms in
most patients. A RYGB limits acid production to the
small gastric pouch and it reduces esophageal reflux
because of the Roux-en Y anatomy, which also retains
the physical activity of the esophagus and gastric pouch
within the abdomen (59).
Several studies have confirmed that an RYGB
decreases the esophagus' exposure to gastric acid. Curell
et al. (60) evaluated conversion from SG to RYGB due
to GERD using a prospective bariatric surgery database
(2010-2018), and they found that conversion to RYGB
was effective in almost all patients. They proposed that
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the focus should be on an exhaustive examination and
aggressive approach to a hiatus. Matar et al. (61) and
Lim et al. (62) obtained similar results for a RYGB
for GERD. Felsenreich et al. (63) evaluated RYGB as
treatment for Barrett's esophagus and reflux after SG.
They concluded that RYGB is an effective therapy
for patients with Barrett's esophagus and reflux after
SG. In a bid to define the best practice guidelines, an
international expert panel consensus statement declared
that the entire panel agreed that patients who develop
intractable GERD following LSG are best treated with
a conversion to RYGB (64).
4.3.2. Magnetic sphincter augmentation (MSA)
Since the rise of SG and the known rate of
postoperative GERD, MSA has been recognized as
an effective treatment option for patients with GERD
after SG; MSA recreates a physiological LES by
means of a titanium bead ring around the gastroesophageal junction (65). The device can be implanted
laparoscopically, and the procedure can be done on
an outpatient basis. Patients are allowed to return to
a normal diet on the first day postoperatively, for as
much as they can tolerate. This procedure has been
found to reduce the esophagus' exposure to gastric acid,
to alleviate the symptoms of GERD, and to decrease
the need for antireflux medications, improving the
quality of life of patients (66). Broderick et al. (67)
reported that patients with GERD after SG had an
overall satisfaction after MSA as high as 100% (13/13).
A study by Kuckelman et al. (68) compared therapeutic
benefits in a standard eligible group and a post-bariatric
surgery group. Kuckelman et al. contended that MSA
can provide surgeons with a new and much needed
tool in their armory to combat refractory or de novo
GERD developing after bariatric procedures. Although
studies have suggested promising results, they have
only reported on a small group of patients followed for
a short period. The potential for erosion of the LINX
device as well as the difficulty in dealing with these
erosions surgically should also be considered (69). We
propose the following algorithm of management for
GERD after SG (Figure 1).
5. Conclusion
Obesity is associated with both symptoms and
complications of GERD, and the associated risks seem
to increase with increasing weight. The true incidence of
clinically significant GERD following SG is unclear, but
there is evidence indicating an increase in its incidence.
As SG continues to be the form of bariatric surgery
most often performed worldwide, further research is
needed to provide clear guidance regarding the optimal
preoperative evaluation of eligible patients and to
ascertain technical aspects that can help to potentially
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Figure 1. Current management algorithm for GERD after SG in the opinion of the authors. GERD, gastroesophageal reflux disease; SG,
sleeve gastrectomy; PPI, proton pump inhibitor; RYGB, Roux-en-Y gastric bypass.

decrease the prevalence of this complication. GERD
after SG is a complex problem if medical management
fails. The first line of therapy is the use of antireflux
medications. Currently available endoscopic antireflux
procedures cannot be considered as an alternative to
traditional surgical approaches in their current state,
but they remain important weapons in the practitioner'
s armory. The only evidence-based salvage operation
for GERD after SG is RYGB. Numerous techniques
have been proposed to mitigate the severity of reflux,
either by maintaining the normal anatomic structures
that limit reflux or by supplementing these structures
with some type of plication or gastroplasty. Several
of these new alternatives have yielded satisfactory
results. Nevertheless, most evidence originates from
retrospective studies with a small number of cases or
is based on experts' opinions. The available data are
limited, very heterogeneous, and need to be further
evaluated.
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